I. INTRODUCTION
T IME-DOMAIN integral equation (TDIE) solvers [1] - [6] represent an attractive alternative to finite-difference time-domain and time-domain finite-element methods for characterizing transient electromagnetic scattering from perfect electrically conducting (PEC) bodies [7] . TDIEs for current densities induced on PEC surfaces in response to a transient incident field are constructed much like their frequency-domain counterparts. First, scattered fields are expressed as spatio-temporal convolutions of the induced current density and the Green function of the background medium. Next, time-domain electric and magnetic field integral equations (TD-EFIE and TD-MFIE) in the current density are obtained by enforcing boundary conditions on the tangential component of the total electric and magnetic fields on the PEC surface, respectively. While the numerical solution of the TD-EFIE and TD-MFIE may be adversely affected by internal resonances, linearly combining these two equations yields a time-domain combined-field integral equation that avoids this problem [6] . TDIEs are often solved for the unknown surface current density using marching on-in-time (MOT) schemes [1] - [6] . Classical MOT-TDIE solvers expand the current density using local spatio-temporal basis functions. Inserting the current expansion into the TDIE and testing the resulting equation in space and time yields a lower triangular system of equations that can be solved by marching in time. At each time step, a smaller system of equations, henceforth termed the MOT system, is solved for the space-time expansion coefficients describing the instantaneous discretized current density. The right-hand side of the MOT system consists of tested incident and scattered fields produced by "past" current densities.
MOT schemes can be implicit or explicit, depending on the types of spatial and temporal basis and testing functions used. Implicit MOT-TDIE solvers often use Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) spatial basis and testing functions [8] , polynomial temporal basis functions, and temporal collocation. These solvers are not subject to a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) constraint [7] . In other words, their time step size is determined solely by the maximum frequency of the incident field and independent of the spatial discretization. For high frequency excitations (i.e., when the speed of light times the time step size is comparable to the spatial discretization length , or ), the MOT system is sparse and can be solved efficiently by iterative methods. For low-frequency excitations, i.e., when , the MOT system becomes denser, and its solution cannot be obtained efficiently by iterative means unless low-frequency extensions of the time-domain adaptive integral method [9] - [14] or the (multilevel) plane wave time-domain algorithm [15] - [19] are used [20] . Moreover, when , TD-EFIE solvers also suffer from low-frequency breakdown: the MOT system becomes ill-conditioned, and its efficient and accurate solution requires carefully designed preconditioners [21] - [24] .
By using single-point spatial quadrature rules for evaluating source and test integrals, approximating all time derivatives by finite differences, and imposing a CFL constraint [7] , previously implicit MOT solvers often can be made explicit [25] - [28] . Unfortunately, the use of a CFL constraint impacts these solvers' efficiency when applied to dense and multiscale meshes. In addition, the many approximations involved in their construction render these solvers prone to instabilities.
0018-926X/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE This paper describes a quasi-explicit yet stable MOT-TD-MFIE solver that uses a traditional spatial Galerkin discretization scheme. The solver is constructed by converting the TD-MFIE to a system of first-order ODEs that subsequently is integrated numerically to yield temporal samples of the current density. Unlike previous explicit TDIE solvers, the time step size can be chosen as large as that of implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers without sacrificing accuracy or stability. Unlike implicit TDIE solvers, the MOT system involves a simple spatial Gram matrix that is provably well conditioned [29] and independent of the time step size. The MOT system therefore always can be solved iteratively, which justifies the designation "quasi-explicit." The temporal integration of the ODE system is carried out using a PE(CE) -type linear multistep scheme [30] that recently was used in the context of a discontinuous Galerkin solver [31] and shown to deliver enhanced accuracy when compared with traditional Adam-Moulton, Adam-Bashforth, and backward difference methods [32] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II-A formulates a scheme for converting the TD-MFIE into a set of first-order ODEs for the current density's spatial expansion coefficients. Section II-B describes an explicit PE(CE) -MOT scheme for solving this set of ODEs and Section II-C provides computational complexity estimates. Section II-D details a numerical procedure for verifying the stability of the proposed MOT-TD-MFIE solver. Section III contains numerical results that establish the stability, accuracy, and efficiency of the solver. Section IV summarizes our findings and outlines future research directions.
II. FORMULATION

A. TD-MFIE
Let denote the surface of a closed PEC body residing in an infinite homogeneous background medium. The incident magnetic field excites . is assumed (essentially) temporally band-limited to frequency and vanishingly small for and . induces the surface current density on , which, in turn, generates the scattered field . The latter can be expressed as the curl of the vector retarded-time potential due to as (1) where " " denotes temporal convolution, is the Dirac delta function, and is the distance between observer and source points and . Enforcing the boundary condition on the component of the total magnetic field tangential to yields the TD-MFIE
where is the outward pointing unit normal vector of at .
To numerically solve (2) , is expanded in RWG basis functions [8] , as
where are time-dependent expansion coefficients. Inserting (3) into the time derivative of the TD-MFIE (2) and testing the resulting equation with , , yields the linear system of equations (4) where " " denotes a time derivative, is a Gram matrix of size , and and are time-dependent vectors of length that store spatially tested incident and scattered magnetic fields (except for self-interactions), respectively. The entries of , , and are
In (7), is the magnetic field due to impulsively excited RWG basis function and can be evaluated analytically [33] - [37] .
To approximate , (4) is sampled with interval :
Here and in what follows, is the total number of time steps and , , with .
can be easily computed using (6) since is known: (9) To facilitate the evaluation of using (7), in (4) is interpolated from its samples as (10) where and is a piecewise polynomial Lagrange interpolation function [5] , [12] , [19] .
is "discretely causal" and of duration , i.e., for and . Therefore, while computing , the interpolation (10) does not require future samples of , i.e., , . Inserting (10) in (7) and evaluating the resulting expression at time yield a fully discretized expression for : (11) where is a matrix of size with entries (12) Inserting (12) in (8) yields the final form of the MOT linear system that relates , samples of , to , samples of : (13) Several observations about MOT system (13) are in order:
i) The number of MOT matrices with at least one nonzero entry is , where is the maximum distance between two points on .
ii) The Gram matrix in (5) does not depend on ; additionally it is sparse and well-conditioned [29] . Therefore, at time step , MOT equation (13) can be solved very efficiently for using an iterative solver given the values of , . iii) The fact that is a polynomial function allows for the analytical evaluation of the convolution in (7) . As a result only the surface integral over testing functions is computed numerically [33] - [37] ; this integration is the sole source of numerical error in the MOT matrix entries.
B. Explicit MOT Scheme
The MOT system (13) relates , samples of , to , samples of . This suggests that can be computed using an explicit MOT scheme that couples (13) to a PE(CE) -type linear multistep scheme. The PE(CE) scheme used here is a -step method as at time step it requires the values of and , , to compute . Assuming that and are known for , the proposed MOT-TD-MFIE solver proceeds as follows:
At each time step : Step 1: Compute the components of the right-hand side that are not updated by the PE(CE) scheme at time step (i.e., samples of the tested incident field and past scattered field due to current samples , ):
Step 2: Predictor (P) step. is predicted from the previous values of and , , as
Step 3: Evaluation (E) step. i) Compute the right-hand side using the predicted value of as (16) ii) Then, evaluate by solving (17) Step 4: Set . Iterate until convergence, :
Step 4.1: Corrector (C) step. Update/correct using the previous values of and , , and the value of : (18) Step 4.2: Evaluation (E) step. i) Compute the righthand side using the corrected value of as (19) ii) Evaluate by solving (20) Step 5: Set and . In the above algorithm and in what follows, variables with subscript are computed/updated during corrector-evaluation iteration . Moreover, vectors and are of length and and store the coefficients of the linear multistep methods used in the predictor and corrector steps, respectively. Several comments about the explicit MOT algorithm are in order.
i) The iterations in Step 4 are terminated after iterations, when (21) In other words, is the index of the first iteration when (21) is satisfied. ii) The matrix equations in (17) and (20) are solved very efficiently using an iterative solver since the Gram matrix is well conditioned and sparse. iii) The predictor and corrector coefficients, and , can be obtained using various methods. If polynomial interpolation is used between time samples, analytical expressions for and are available; the reader is referred to literature on Adam-Moulton, Adam-Bashforth, and backward difference methods [32] . In this work, and are evaluated using a recently developed numerical scheme due to Glaser and Rokhlin [30] . This scheme expresses the ODE solution in terms of decaying and oscillating exponentials. This expansion's coefficients are never computed explicitly but the expansion is used in an error controllable scheme to obtain and . The resulting PE(CE) scheme is still in the form of its traditional counterparts but does not require construction of higher order polynomials to achieve high accuracy. The superiority of this new PE(CE) scheme has already been shown in the context of a discontinuous Galerkin solver [31] . When high accuracy is required, the new PE(CE) scheme can take much larger time steps than traditional polynomial interpolation-based schemes.
iv) Since the excitation is temporally band-limited and vanishingly small for and , assuming , , as the starting values of the MOT scheme does not introduce any significant errors. If this were not the case, one could use one-step ODE solvers [32] or spectral-deferred correction type methods [38] to initialize the PE(CE) scheme's starting values.
C. Computational Complexity
The computational cost of an MOT run equals the number of time steps times the cost of one time step. For a given solution accuracy, the above-described quasi-explicit MOT solver uses the same time step size as its implicit counterparts. This will be demonstrated by the numerical results presented in Section III. Therefore, to compare these solvers' efficiencies, only per-timestep costs need to be studied.
The computational cost of evaluating in (14) is dominated by that of the second term, , which scales as . Here, is the ratio of the number of nonzero "interactions" between basis and testing functions at time step to ; as . It should be noted that is evaluated in the same way as is done in implicit MOT-TDIE solvers.
On the other hand, it can be seen that the computational complexity of the proposed explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver differs from that of its implicit counterpart when the steps of the PE(CE) scheme (Steps 2, 3, and 4), and the iterative solution of the implicit MOT system are compared.
At a given time step, the computational cost of the implicit MOT system's iterative solution scales as (22) Here, is the total number of iterations required for the iterative solver to converge, is the number of matrix-vector multiplications at a given iteration, and is the sparseness factor and defined as the ratio of the number of nonzero elements of the implicit MOT matrix to . Obviously, at a given time step, the computational cost of the PE(CE) scheme is equal to the sum of the costs of the operations in (15)- (20) . The costs of the operations in (15) and (18) scale as and , respectively. The sparseness of the matrix [in (16) and (19)] is same as that of the implicit MOT matrix. (Note that these two matrices are not the same.) Therefore, the costs of the operations at (16) and (19) scale as and , respectively. Matrix equations at (17) and (20) are solved iteratively. The costs of these operations scale as and , respectively. Here, is the total number of iterations required for the iterative solver to converge and is the sparseness factor of the Gram matrix .
is always 5 for RWG basis functions discretizing closed surfaces. Adding up these cost estimates yields the computational complexity of the PE(CE) scheme at a given time step: (23) Here, it is assumed that the same iterative method is used in solving the matrix equations (17) and (20) and the implicit MOT system; therefore, the number of matrix-vector multiplications at a given iteration, , is same for both explicit and implicit MOT schemes.
A comparison of in (22) and in (23) depends on the values of , , , , , , and . Typically, , but the difference is not large since both Gram matrix and the implicit MOT matrix are well conditioned. The value of depends on the accuracy and stability considerations of the PE(CE) scheme [30] . The value of depends on the accuracy of the solution via (20) , and it is typically small for smooth scatterers, where TD-MFIE can be accurately applied. Sparseness level depends on the value of .
When is comparable to the spatial discretization length (for high-frequency excitations), the values of , , , , and are comparable to each other. Therefore, the difference between and depends on their actual values. On the other hand, when is larger than , the maximum distance between two points on (for low-frequency excitations), , i.e., both the matrix and the implicit MOT matrix are full. Then, and since and . Typically as will be demonstrated by the numerical results presented in Section III. As a result, , which demonstrates the benefit of using the explicit MOT scheme when is large. It is well known that the computation of can be accelerated drastically using the time-domain adaptive integral method [9] - [14] or (multilevel) plane wave time-domain algorithm [15] - [19] . As expected, this is applicable in both explicit and implicit MOT schemes. In addition, the matrix-vector multiplications required by the iterative method in solving the implicit MOT system can be accelerated using extensions of time-domain adaptive integral method and plane wave time-domain algorithm [20] ; these are especially beneficial when is large. However, it should be emphasized here that the explicit solver also benefits from using these methods: the matrix-vector multiplications in (16) and in (19) can be accelerated similarly. Therefore, even if acceleration methods are used, the above discussion regarding the comparison of and does not change.
D. Stability Analysis
The algebraic stability of an MOT scheme follows from the eigenvalue distribution of its companion matrix. If the eigenvalues are inside the unit circle of the complex plane, then the scheme yields a stable solution. The algebraic stability analysis of the implicit MOT scheme has already been studied in [4] ; in this case, the companion matrix of the scheme depends only on the MOT system matrices. On the other hand, the companion matrix of the explicit MOT scheme described in Section II-B depends on , , , and of the PE(CE) scheme as well. The expression of the companion matrix of the explicit MOT scheme is derived starting with 
are a vector and the companion matrix of sizes and , respectively. Here, and are the identity and zero matrices of sizes and . In the derivation described here, it is assumed that . Note that the companion matrix for an implicit MOT scheme would be of dimensions . The presence of the PE(CE) scheme, which uses the values of and , at time step , increases the size of the companion matrix to . In (26) , the matrix of size gives the relation between and and is extracted from the explicit MOT scheme described in Section II-B. First, the matrix , which denotes the contribution of the predictor step to , is computed. Using (13) [without the excitation term ] in (15) yields (27) Here, (28) block (29) are matrices of size and is a diagonal matrix of size with nonzero entries set to . Note that and the summation (second term) in (27) relate to and , respectively. However, , , is now expressed in terms of , , using (13) 
In (30),
are matrices of size . Note that , the summation (second term), and the last term in (30) relate to and , , and , respectively. However, , , is now expressed in terms of , , using (13) [without the excitation term ].
It should be noted here that if is chosen large enough, the companion matrix of the PE(CE) scheme should converge to that of a single implicit corrector step, which can be obtained by replacing with (33) in (26) . The derivation of (33) is very similar to that of (27): (8) (without the excitation term ) and (11) are used in the single implicit corrector step.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents numerical results that demonstrate the stability, accuracy, and efficiency of the proposed solver. In all examples considered, the temporal interpolation function is a third-order piecewise Lagrange polynomial [19] . The magnetic field of the incident plane wave is parameterized as (34) where (35) is a modulated Gaussian pulse, is the modulation frequency, is the essential bandwidth, is a measure of pulse's duration, and is the delay of the pulse. A transpose-free quasi-minimal residual (TFQMR) method [39] is used to iteratively solve (17) and (20) as well as the MOT system of the implicit solver, which is used to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the iterative solver. The TFQMR solver is terminated when (36) Here, represents the index of the iterations. The computation of and involves solution of two minimum norm least square problems and a matrix factorization termed "skeletonization" (see in [30, eq. (38) and (25)], respectively). As in [30] , the precision of the minimum norm least square solution and the skeletonization are denoted by and , respectively. The number of time and spectrum samples needed to populate the matrix being factorized are denoted by and , respectively (see [30, eq. (48) ]). In all examples in this section, and . In figure legends and text below, "Explicit MOT" and "Implicit MOT" refer to the above-described MOT-TD-MFIE solver and its implicit counterpart [33] , [34] , respectively.
A. Accuracy
In all examples in this section, and when computing and . The tolerance in the convergence condition of the corrector-evaluation iterations (CE) in (21) is set to . The tolerance of TFQMR in (36) is set to for both explicit and implicit solvers. It should be noted here that the overall accuracy of the implicit or the explicit solution mostly depends on the type, order, and density of the spatial discretization as well as the order of temporal interpolation/basis function and as long as and are kept small. The main objective of this section is to demonstrate the accuracy of explicit solver. Therefore, these specific values of and are chosen to ensure the stability of the explicit and implicit solutions, respectively.
1) Scattering From Unit Sphere:
Scattering from a unit sphere is analyzed for higher frequency excitations. The current density on the sphere is discretized with 18 750 RWG basis functions. The incident field has 300 MHz and 200 MHz; the time step is 0.1 ns. Fig. 1 shows excellent agreement between the magnitude of the coefficients of an RWG basis function obtained by the explicit and implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers. Following the simulations, the Fourier transformed currents at 300 MHz are normalized by the Fourier transform of at 300 MHz to produce time-harmonic RWG coefficients. These RWG coefficients are then used to compute the sphere's radar cross section (RCS). Let and and represent the RCS values computed for 0 and 0 180 from the Mie series solution and the RWG coefficients obtained using the explicit and implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers, respectively. Fig. 2 compares , and . As expected, they agree well demonstrating the accuracy of the proposed explicit solver.
To investigate the convergence of the solution with respect to , for the excitation described above, is swept between 0.05 and 0.4 ns. For each value of , explicit and implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers are executed and and are computed as described above. The RCS errors are then calculated using (37) where and superscript "type" determines the solver type, e.g., "imp" and "exp" for implicit and explicit solvers, respectively. Fig. 3 plots and versus . Several observations about Fig. 3 are in order: i) Both and saturate for 0.1 ns. This is simply due to the fact that spatial discretization errors dominate temporal discretization errors for smaller . For this problem, for the spatial discretization described above, the RCS error cannot be decreased below approximately 0.006 by reducing . ii) Both and follow curve. This is expected since temporal interpolation/basis function is a third-order piecewise Lagrange polynomial. iii) For any given value of , is slightly smaller than . This can be explained by the fact that temporal derivative acting on , i.e., the term on the left hand side of the TD-MFIE (2), is approximated more accurately by the explicit solver. Implicit solver approximates this term using , i.e., a third-order polynomial. In all the simulations, to obtain the results presented above, for the explicit solver, the value of never exceeded 3, and the iterative solution of matrix equations (17) and (20) was completed on average in 10 iterations.
2) Scattering From Flower-Shaped Scatterer: Scattering from the flower-shaped surface described in [40] is analyzed next. The current density on the surface is discretized using 23 550 RWG basis functions. The excitation has 200 MHz and 150 MHz; the time step is 0.1428 ns. Fig. 4 plots the coefficient of an RWG basis function obtained by the explicit and implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers; both solutions agree very well. Snapshots of the current density induced on the surface at times , , and are shown in Fig. 5(a)-(c) .
The RCS values and at 240 MHz for 0 and 0 180 are computed from RWG coefficients obtained by the explicit and implicit solvers, respectively, using the procedure described in Example 1. Fig. 6 compares and to , RCS values obtained using a frequency domain method of moments (MOM) solver applied to the same spatial discretization. All data sets match, once again demonstrating the accuracy of the MOT schemes. For the explicit solver, the value of never exceeded 5, and the iterative solution of the matrix equations (17) and (20) was completed on average in 18 iterations.
3) Scattering From Unit Cube: Scattering from a unit cube is analyzed last. The current density on the cube surface is discretized using 18 432 RWG basis functions. The excitation has 600 MHz, 200 MHz; the time step is 0.0625 ns. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the solution produced by the explicit and implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers agree very well. Fig. 8 compares the RCS values , , and at 550 MHz for 0 and 0 180 , which are computed from the implicit and the explicit simulation results and the MOM solution, respectively. Results agree well demonstrating the accuracy of the MOT schemes.
For the explicit solver, the maximum value of was 20 and the iterative solution of the matrix equations (17) and (20) required on average 17 iterations. The increase in the maximum value of (compared with that in the previous examples where smooth scatterers are considered) can be attributed to well-known problems of the MFIE applied to scatterers with sharp edges.
Numerical examples in this section very clearly demonstrate the explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver achieves the same level of accuracy as its implicit counterpart when they both employ the same .
B. Stability
Next, the stability of the quasi-explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver is demonstrated. To this end, the numerical stability analysis described in Section II-D is applied to the explicit and implicit solvers in analyzing scattering from a unit sphere. For this problem, , , and for both explicit and implicit solvers. The current density on the sphere is discretized using RWG functions. Two distinct scenarios are considered:
i) The incident field has 75 MHz and 25 MHz and 1 ns. ii) Incident field has 200 MHz and 150 MHz and 0.2857 ns. In scenario i), the essential spectrum of the incident field comprising frequencies between and contains no resonances while in the scenario ii), it contains several. Fig. 9 shows good agreement between the magnitude of the coefficients of an RWG basis function obtained by the explicit and implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers for scenario i). For the same scenario, Fig. 10 plots the eigenvalues of the companion matrices stemming from the explicit and implicit solvers; the explicit scheme uses the PE(CE) scheme with and . For both the explicit and implicit solvers, several eigenvalues of the companion matrix are located near , indicating the allowed presence of a DC solution component [ Fig. 10(a) and (c)]. For the implicit solver and the explicit one with , all other eigenvalues reside inside the unit circle [ Fig. 10(a)-(c) ]. On the other hand, for the explicit solver with , several eigenvalues are located outside the unit circle [ Fig. 10(b) ]. Fig. 11 demonstrates that the solutions produced by the implicit and explicit solvers agree very well for scenario ii). As Numerical examples in this section clearly demonstrate DC and high-frequency stability of the explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solution. Additionally, as expected, stability of the explicit solution can be controlled by increasing [i.e., decreasing in (21)].
C. Efficiency
Next, the efficiency of the quasi-explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver is demonstrated. To this end, the total simulation time required by the explicit solver for analyzing scattering from a unit sphere is compared to that of its implicit counterpart. Two different spatial discretizations and four different incident fields are considered:
2430, 7680 and 10, 25, 50, 100 MHz. For all simulations , and the time step size is set to for both solvers. The explicit solution is obtained using two different sets of and . These sets, which are termed "Explicit-I" and "Explicit-II", are generated by setting and and and , respectively. Tolerance of the PE(CE) updates is set to , which is the largest value that ensures the stability of the explicit solution. The tolerance of the TFQMR iterations for the explicit solver Fig. 10 . Eigenvalues of the companion matrices of (a) the implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver and the explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver with (b) and (c) for scenario i). is set to . Setting to a very low value does not affect the efficiency of the explicit solver since (17) and (20) are highly well conditioned and sparse systems of equations and their solution is obtained only in a few iterations. For the implicit solver, the tolerance of the TFQMR iterations is set to . This is the largest value that ensures the stability of the implicit solution. All simulations are carried out for 500 time steps. Table I compares the CPU times required for the explicit and implicit MOT solutions' different components. In Table I , and represent the total CPU times over all time steps, , required for iteratively solving the implicit MOT system and completing Steps 2-5 of the explicit MOT algorithm given in Section II-B, respectively. and represent the total MOT times; and are expected to be equal and represent the CPU time required for computing for . and in Table I are the average values of the product (i.e., total number of matrix-vector multiplications required by the implicit solver at a time step) and computed over , respectively. Results provided in Table I verify the computational complexity analysis given in Section II-B. As shown by Table I , the explicit MOT-TD-MFIE solver is faster than its implicit counterpart when is large. A closer look to and for large . In this regime of , depending on and the parameters of the PE(CE) scheme, the total MOT time of the explicit solver, , can be almost half of that of the implicit solver, . Table I also reveals that for large , the time required for completing Steps 2-5 of the explicit solver, , can be almost one third of the time required for iteratively solving the implicit MOT system, . When is comparable to the spatial discretization length, both solvers are roughly equally fast.
Table I also shows that increasing the accuracy of each PE(CE) update (i.e., the accuracy of and ) (Explicit I versus Explicit II) by lowering the value of decreases the value of , and hence increases the efficiency of the explicit scheme. However, as noted in [30] , this might come at the expense of decreasing the stability of the PE(CE) scheme. Note that this was not observed in the examples considered in this section. Table II presents the RCS errors , , and at for 0 and 0 180 , which are computed from the results of the implicit and the explicit simulations described above. Note that here, superscripts "imp", "expI," and "expII" refer to RCS values obtained from "Implicit," "Explicit-I," and "Explicit-II" result sets. RCS errors , , and are computed using (37) . Similar to the results presented in Fig. 3 , the explicit solver produces slightly more accurate results for a given value of . This means that for a given level of accuracy explicit solver is even more efficient (in comparison to its implicit counterpart) than shown in Table I since it can achieve this accuracy level using slightly larger .
IV. CONCLUSION
A quasi-explicit MOT solver that uses a PE(CE) type linear multistep scheme to time integrate the TD-MFIE is described. Unlike previous explicit MOT-TDIE solvers, the spatial discretization is carried out using RWG basis and testing functions. In addition, the time step size can be chosen as large as that of the implicit MOT-TD-MFIE solvers without adverse effect on the solution's accuracy and stability. Unlike with implicit MOT-TDIE solvers, the MOT system can always be solved efficiently using an iterative solver as it involves a spatial Gram matrix that is provably well-conditioned and independent of the time step size.
Several extensions of the proposed scheme are currently being investigated. The first extension involves the use of PE(CE) -type linear multistep schemes for solving the Calderón-preconditioned time-domain combined field integral equations. The second extension involves the use of mixed discretization techniques, viz. Buffa-Christiansen testing functions, to improve the accuracy. 
